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1. Classify the electric drives in industrial

applications. Describe the characteristics of

electric motors vis a vis type of loads.

2. Present a complete scheme for Microprocessor

controlled thyristor bridge dc motor drive. Draw

and describe the circuit for Synchronizing

module, timer/counter chip and driver module.

Give the 8085 based programming for your

scheme.

3. Describe the operation of the following with

neat sketch :

(a) Switched Reluctance Machine Drive

(b) Permanent Magnet Sine-fed drives.

4. What do you understand by load diagram and

overload capacity of an electric drive ? Select

a motor to be run at 970 rpm for the following

intermittents duty : 4 kW for 2 sec, 8 kW for

3 sec, 4 kW for 2 sec, 8 kW for 3 sec and 0

kW for 5 sec.

5. Draw and describe the three phase half

controlled bridge converter fed dc drive. Draw

and describe its voltage wave forms and

conduction of thyristors and diodes at firing

angle of 0º and 90º.

6. Compare the speed control of Induction motor

using stator voltage variation method and

Frequency control method. Describe variable

voltage Fariable frequency control and vector

control method.

7. What are the various electric braking in DC

Motors ? Describe counter current Braking

and speed reversal of DC shunt motor.

8. Write short notes on the following :

(a) Multi-quadrant operation

(b) Load equalization.
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